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Did you know that a tiny security kit could 
replace Kalashnikovs? 

Antwerp, 2 February 2021 

 

AHLERS,  a leading provider of solutions beyond logistics, today announced they are launching the 
Ahlers Safe-T solution, to better meet the growing security needs of international customers 
transporting high valuable and/or theft-sensitive goods. 
 
Ahlers focuses on streamlining the logistics processes of its customers. With their secured transport 
division, the company has 20 years’ specialized knowledge in transporting high-value cargo by road 
and rail in Eastern Europe, Russia, and CIS. Security agents used to secure truck transport in Russia 
and Eastern Europe. 
 
Theft and damage during transport disrupt the supply chain, hence risk management has become an 
absolute necessity, set to accelerate even further because of the COVID-19 crisis, says Ellen 
Theeuwes, Business Unit Director High Value, Ahlers. 
 
Our new solution challenges current market standards – armed guards – providing customers such 
as Philip Morris International, with a comprehensive total approach including a state-of-the-art 
solution for monitoring and security of the transportation of their high-valuable goods. 
 
Today it is just a tiny mobile security kit, that does the job, based on the input, following decades of 
market experience from Ahlers. The solution, developed by their partner “Bagaar”, a Belgian IoT 
company, which now provides an answer to increased security requirements, that businesses are 
looking for. 
 
With the Ahlers Safe-T solution, we provide the highest security standards delivery goods door-to-
door, reducing the dependency of human interaction (armed guards) while realizing significant cost 
savings, avoiding the impact that theft has on product availability and brand image. 
 
“Our solution covers all stages of transportation, Ellen Theeuwes, further explains, including our own 
24/7 monitoring center, route, incident management functionality, all with real-time visibility and 
detailed analytics.” 
 
The benefits of the solution are no doubt its flexibility with a mobile security device, which can be 
installed within 5 minutes. The solution offers track and trace capabilities in real-time 24/7 and 
includes audio, video, sensors, and a panic button. We believe these are very exciting times of 
groundbreaking innovations, providing answers to new challenges.  At Ahlers, we are constantly 



looking for innovative ways to secure our customer’s route to market, providing comprehensive 
solutions, providing an answer to their complex questions based on our expertise. 
 
Re-evaluating the need for innovation in secured transportation? Have a look at what our safe-t 
solution has to offer you. httpshttp://www.ahlers.com/en/secured- transport 

 

 
 
*** 
 

About Ahlers  

Founded in 1909 in the Port of Antwerp, Ahlers currently employs over 650 members of staff and operates in 3 

regions (Europe, CIS, Asia) helping customers to drive future growth in complex markets, Ahlers is a family -

owned company, 3rd generation Ahlers-Leysen, headquartered in Antwerp, Belgium, supported by a worldwide 

partner network and offices in key locations. www.ahlers.com 

 

About Bagaar  

At Bagaar we help our clients every day to gear up for the future. We invent, design, and develop smart digital 

products to help them stay relevant in the digital age. www.bagaar.be 

 

 

we can answer with our expertise. 
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